BASIC LIFE SUPPORT FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION

- **Option One**: Our American Heart Association (AHA) certified BLS Instructor will come to your office at your convenience to conduct the training and testing needed for you and your staff to obtain your BLS for Healthcare Providers Certification. The training, which takes about 4 hours, follows current AHA Guidelines and it includes one and two person rescue breathing and CPR for adults, children, and infants; AED use; Bag-valve-mask techniques; and choking relief. Each student receives a BLS for Healthcare Providers Manual and a pocket mask, and, upon successful completion, an AHA BLS for Healthcare Providers Certification card that is valid for two years. The all inclusive cost for this private training is $80.00 per student. A minimum of four students is required. The Medical Society of Delaware designates this live activity for a maximum of 4 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits.

- **Option Two**: Online completion of the cognitive learning for BLS for Healthcare Providers at the AHA website. Upon your successful completion of the online course, our BLS Instructor will come to your office at your convenience for the skills test that is required to complete your BLS for Healthcare Provider Certification processing. This option is for those who are seeking a more flexible method to obtain their healthcare provider course certification. A minimum of 4 students is required per skills testing session. The per-student cost payable to MSD is $40.00. The approximate cost of the online course at www.onlineAHA.org is $25.00 per student. A copy of the online course completion certificate must be provided prior to testing.

- **Option Three**: Our AHA Instructor will conduct a four-hour AHA BLS for Healthcare Providers Certification Course quarterly at the MSD Conference Center in Newark and the Eden Hill Medical Center in Dover. MSD has designated this live activity for a maximum of 4 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits. The cost of this program is $60.00 per student. Scheduled dates will appear in our publications, or you may call our Training & Compliance Representative for details.

- **Option Four**: By appointment only, the BLS skills test can be conducted at the MSD Conference Center in Newark. Upon successful completion of the online course at www.onlineAHA.org, candidates can perform their skills test and complete their certification process at MSD for $25.00. A copy of the certificate of completion must be presented at the time of the test. Skills testing by appointment is also available for those who are due for renewal of their BLS certification.

Discounts are offered for sessions that are booked in your office back-to-back.

For more information, or to schedule your training, please contact Marta Brodowski, our Training & Compliance Representative at 302-366-1023, or 800-348-6800, Ext. 226, or email Marta.Brodowski@medsocdel.org